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Today, graphite is the dominating anode material in commercial lithium ion batteries. 

The disadvantages of graphite (low coefficient of diffusion, limited Li+ storage 

capacity, low energy density (372 mAh/g) 
[1,2]

) could potentially be overcome by the 

use of lithium rich intermetallic compounds as electrode material. One possible 

choice for lithium rich intermetallic compounds are lithium silicides because they 

provide the highest theoretical specific energy density of 4192 mAh/g (Li22Si5) 
[3]

. 

Moreover, the Li
+
 diffusion in silicon is also faster than in graphite 

[4]
. 

Six phases of lithium silicides are known. One of them is exclusively accessible by 

electrochemical means (Li15Si4) and another one only by a high pressure synthesis 

(LiSi). In the project, we are focusing on the remaining four phases (Li22Si5, Li13Si4, 

Li7Si3, Li12Si7) that can be produced by thermal alloying. These lithium silicide phases 

and the high pressure one are believed to represent the valid thermodynamic phases 

of the binary phase diagram[5].  

 

The experimental basis for the determination of the different thermodynamic values 

of the LixSiy-phases is scarce. In particular, a reliable experimental database for the 

modeling of the phase diagram is needed. The main prerequisite for the 

corresponding measurements are a complete set of well-defined and -characterized, 

pure LixSiy-phases. Hence, the first task in this project is the synthesis of all four 

phases described above. The congruent melting phases (Li13Si4, Li7Si3) can be 

generated by thermal alloying. The two other phases (incongruent melting ones; 

Li22Si5, Li12Si7) can be synthesized by preceding mechanical alloying, followed by 

thermal alloying. The qualitative and quantitative characterization of the obtained 

phases is carried out by PXRD, DSC (melting point) and Li-titration experiments. 



 

Having obtained the different phase pure lithium silicides, fundamental 

thermodynamic parameters, such as heat capacity (Cp), standard enthalpy of 

formation (∆fH°) and standard entropy of formation (∆fS°) will be determined. 

Subsequent to the determination of these values, thermodynamic modeling of the 

phase diagram to remove inconsistencies will be attempted and relevant parameters 

will be transferred to Prof.  Emmerich´s group for the use in phase field simulations. 

The heat capacity values, and with it the values of the absolute entropy, of the four 

phases will be determined in a temperature range between 2 and 600 °C using DSC 

and Microcalorimetry (PPMS Lot-Oriel system) and compared to the result obtained 

via DFT calculations by Prof. J. Kortus´ workgroup. In addition to the calorimetric 

investigations, standard enthalpy and entropy will also be derived from hydrogenation 

reaction investigations carried out via Sieverts apparatus measurements and van’t 

Hoff type analyses. 

 

 

 

Figure 1: H2 pressure composition isotherm (PCI) at 476 °C (van’t Hoff equilibrium  
         measurement) [6] with the crystal structures of the phases Li7Si3 and Li12Si7  
                 (● Li-atom, ● Si-atom) 
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After its discovery as a suitable cathode material in 1997 by Padhi et al. [1], LiFePO4 

has attracted much interest and many investigations were carried out to characterize 

this olivine-like compound for the use in lithium ion batteries. The kinetic and 

thermodynamic studies to be conducted in this project will address lithiation and 

delithiation processes and mechanisms, mimicking the charge and discharge 

processes occurring in the battery. In contrast to many electrochemical tests, the 

lithiation and delithiation of orthorhombic LiFePO4 in such a manner will allow to 

address solely diffusion based transport and phase transformation processes 

connected to it. The obtained data should lead to the development of a suitable 

mathematical description of the reaction kinetics. It is hoped that the approach 

chosen will allow a better understanding of growth mechanisms and phase transitions 

in insertion type electrode materials in general and thus may be applied to other 

insertion electrode materials as well. 

 



 
 
 
Fig. 1:  left: time resolved UV-VIS spectra of the delithiation reaction of LiFePO4 with KMnO4 

 right: structure model of olivine-type LiFePO4 

 

The kinetic experiments, we will be accompanied by the employment of various 

analytical methods (electrolytic conductivity, mass spectrometry, PXRD, ion 

chromatography, UV-Vis spectroscopy, titration calorimetry) to detect the progress of 

the intercalation/deintercalation processes. Fundamental formal kinetics (activation 

energy, order of reaction) description will be combined with nucleation models for the 

representation of the lithium insertion process. Heat capacity measurements and the 

determination of the LiFePO4-FePO4 transition enthalpy are intended. Experiments 

will be carried out with materials varying in lithium content, particle size, and type of 

carbon-coating. 
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